Here we construct a homeomorphism of the unit sphere in threedimensional Euclidean space to itself whose harmonic extension in the unit ball is not a diffeomorphism.
Notation. S2 denotes the 2-sphere of radius 1 in R3 and B3 the open unit ball in K3. For a continuous function /: S2 -> R its harmonic extension is the unique continuous function v: B -» R such that Ad = 0 in B3 and v = f on <9B3 = S2. For a C function g: R3 -► R3, Jg denotes its Jacobian matrix.
Theorem. There exists a homeomorphism cp: S2 -» S2 whose harmonic extension u: B3 -> B3 satisfies det/u(0) = 0, hence it is not a dijfeomorphism. Proof. Given a continuous function /: S2 -> R, its harmonic extension v: B3 -► R is given by (1) v(x) = i^£ f JM^da{y)
An Jsi \x -yy for x € B3, where do denotes the surface measure on S2. Hence
An Js* Now choose coordinate axes xx, x2, xj, so that 0 is the center of B3 and let r, 6 denote polar coordinates on the XiX2-plane. Let d > 0 be small enough so that if
Je By (4) there exists n > 0 sufficiently small so that if
The interior of F and S2\F are simply connected domains in S2 whose common boundary is a Jordan curve y: Sx -»52. Moreover, y is symmetric with respect to the x\x-$-and X2-^-planes. Also (0,0, 1) e intF and (0, 0, -1) £ S2\F . Therefore there exist homotopies C,: Sx -» F and C_,: S1 -S2\F, where 0 < r < 1, having the following properties: (7) <ph(x) = h(t) ifxeCt, -l<r< 1.
By (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v), f?A is well defined and continuous on S2 and, moreover, it is even in the xx and x2 variables. Hence Hence by the properties of the Ct% -1 < t < 1, it follows that there exists a homeomorphism cp: S2 -► S2 such that if cp = (cpx, cp2, <pi) then cpi = cphs. By (8) and (11), it follows that (12) / x<pi(x)da(x) = 0.
Js2
Let u: B3 -> B3 be the harmonic extension of cp. Then by (2) and (12) it follows that (13) VM3(0) = 0 and hence (14) det/u(0) = 0.
Hence u is not a diffeomorphism.
Remarks. 1. This example can be easily generalized to the ^-dimensional case for n > 3. Also by being more careful in the construction of the C, 's and ho, hx , it is possible to construct a smooth diffeomorphism cp: S2 -► S2 whose harmonic extension is not a diffeomorphism. 2. Actually we have constructed a homeomorphism cp: S2 -» S2 whose third coordinate ^3: S2 -> [-1, 1] is orthogonal to the coordinate functions X\, X2, X3.
